We study the classes of the form ALMOST-R, for R a reducibility.
Introduction
Given a reducibility R, the class ALMOST-R is de ned as the class of languages A such that R ?1 (A) has Lebesgue probability 1. The \ALMOST-R" formalism, studied for instance in Bo94] and BLW94], provides characterizations of some interesting complexity classes, among others, ALMOST-P m = P Am86], P = ALMOST-P btt TB91], BPP = ALMOST-P T ( Am86] , BG81]), BPP = ALMOST-P tt TB91], AM = ALMOST-NP T ( Ca89] , NW88]), and PH = ALMOST-PH T ( Ca89] , NW88]).
Book, Lutz, and Wagner BLW94] characterized these classes in terms of Martin-L of algorithmically random languages, where Martin-L of algorithmic randomness is the strongest de nition that is regarded as representing randomness of individual in nite sequences. Considering a subset of all reducibilities (that includes all of the standard reducibilities used in structural complexity theory), they showed that ALMOST-R = R(RAND) \ REC, where RAND denotes the class of Martin-L of algorithmically random languages, and REC denotes the class of recursive languages. This characterization lead to observations about the relationships between complexity classes such as: P = NP if and only if some language in RAND is P btt -hard for NP, and PH = PSPACE if and only if some language in RAND is PH T -hard for PSPACE. Book Bo94] extended this characterization by showing the Random Oracle Characterization, namely that for every B 2 RAND; ALMOST-R = R(B) \ REC, and the Independent Pair Characterization, namely that for every B and C such that B C 2 RAND; ALMOST-R = R(B) \ R(C).
While di erent classes are obtained in the characterization of ALMOST-R as R(RAND) \ REC by considering di erent reducibilities R, here we are concerned with the possibility of obtaining di erent classes by considering as parameter values the classes RAND and REC. In particular, we investigate the result of substituting speci c subclasses of RAND for RAND itself. For each natural n, we nd that if we substitute a class based on Kurtz's notion of \n-randomness" (de ned in Ku81]) and simultaneously substitute the class 0 n (from the arithmetical hierarchy of languages) for the class REC, then once again the result is ALMOST-R. That is, R(n-RAND) \ 0 n = ALMOST-R (Theorem 3.3 (a) and (c)).
Considering the Kleene arithmetical hierarchy as a whole, we show that a language A in it is in ALMOST-R if and only if A is R-reducible to an !-random language. The concept of \!-randomness" is, in a sense, the \limit" of the n-random sets, and has been introduced in Ku81] .
Notice that since ALMOST-R is a recursive class, these results show that there are no languages from 0 n ? REC in R(n-RAND), that is, oracles in n-RAND are useless for 0 n ? REC. In the same way, oracles in !-RAND are useless for AH ? REC Our new characterizations of classes having the form ALMOST-R imply a robustness property of these classes. The parameters C and D in ALMOST-R = R(C) \ D may vary, while the result is always ALMOST-R.
All our results hold for bounded reducibilities that are invariant under nite variations of the oracle. This restriction is the same that is used in BLW94], and is more general than the one in Bo94] where invariance under nite translation is also required.
Preliminaries
We assume that the reader is familiar with the standard recursive reducibilities and the variants obtained by imposing resource bounds such as time or space on the algorithms that compute those reducibilities.
A word (string) is an element of f0; 1g . The length of a word w 2 f0; 1g is denoted by jwj. For a set A of strings and an integer n 0, let A n = fx 2 A j jxj ng.
The power set of a set A is denoted by P(A).
Let c A be the characteristic function of A. The characteristic sequence A of a language A is the in nite sequence c A (x 0 )c A (x 1 )c A (x 2 ) : : : where the sequence fx 0 ; x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :g = f0; 1g in lexicographical order. We freely identify a language with its characteristic sequence and the class P(f0; 1g ) of all languages on the xed nite alphabet f0; 1g with the set f0; 1g ! of all such in nite sequences; context should resolve any ambiguity for the reader.
If L is a set of strings (i.e., a language) and C is a set of sequences (i.e., a class of languages), then L C denotes the set fw j w 2 L; 2 Cg. The complement of L is denoted by L c and the complement of C is denoted by C c . The class of complements co ? C is de ned as co ? C = fL c j L 2 Cg. For a class C of languages we write Prob C] for the probability that A 2 C when A is chosen by a random experiment in which an independent toss of a fair coin is used to decide whether each string is in A. This probability is de ned whenever C is measurable in the usual product topology on f0; 1g . In particular, if C is a countable union or intersection of (recursively) The Kolmogorov 0{1 Law says that every measurable class C f0; 1g ! that is closed under nite variation has either probability 0 or probability 1.
Since we are concerned with the use of oracles, we consider complexity classes that can be speci ed so as to \relativize". But we want to do this in a more general setting than reducibilities computed in polynomial time and so we introduce a few de nitions.
A relativized class is a function C : P(f0; 1g ) ?! P(P (f0; 1g ) The reader should note that the reducibilities commonly used in structural complexity theory meet the conditions for being appropriate.
If R is a reducibility and C is a set of languages, write R(C) for S A2C R(A).
Given a language D, we will denote with AH D the arithmetical hierarchy of languages relative to oracle D, that is, 3 Using n-Randomness
In this section we develop our results that relate \n-randomness" with the classes of the form ALMOST-R. We rst de ne the concepts of \D-constructive null set" and \D-random language" in a similar way to the introduction of null sets and random languages We de ne n-randomness in terms of K (n?1) -constructive null sets, that is, let NULL n = NULL K (n?1) and let n-RAND = f0; 1g ! ? NULL n .
Notice that NULL n NULL n+1 and that n + 1-RAND n-RAND. In the case of n = 1, we use the notation NULL = NULL 1 and RAND = 1-RAND.
Omega-randomness is the \limit of" n-randomness, de REC. The main result of this paper is that each class ALMOST n -R is related to the class n-RAND in a very similar way, and that ALMOST n -R = ALMOST-R. We also obtain similar results for ALMOST ! -R and !-RAND. We begin with a technical lemma stating that for any language A in REC D , R ?1 (A) is a class in D 2 . This will be useful in the proof of our main theorem. We next recall the de nition of D n , the Kleene's arithmetical hierarchy of classes of languages, that can be found for instance in Ro67].
De nition. Let D be a language. Let X be a class of languages, let n > 0.
Then X is in D n if and only if there exists a predicate P that is recursive in D and such that X = fA j 9x 1 8x 2 : : : Q n x n P(A; x 1 ; : : : ; x n )g; where Q n is 9 if n is odd, and 8 otherwise.
Note that classically the same notation is used for both the arithmetical hierarchy of languages de ned in the preliminaries (where D n denotes a set of languages) and the arithmetical hierarchy of classes of languages we just de ned (where D n denotes a set of classes). The meaning in each case will be clear from the context. Since machine M halts on every input, the predicate P(A; j; x) de ned
is recursive in D. This proves that R ?1 (B) 2 D 2 . 2
The proof of our main theorem is based on the following zero-one law for n-RAND that is due to Kautz Ka94] (see also Ka91] , where a more restrictive version of this lemma is proven).
Lemma 3.2 Let X be a class in D 2 that is closed under nite variation. Then either X \ RAND D = ; or RAND D X. 
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Now we have our main result.
Theorem 3.4 For any appropriate reducibility R and any n > 0, a) ALMOST n -R = R(n-RAND) \ 0 n ; b) for every B 2 n-RAND; ALMOST n -R = R(B) \ 0 n ; c) ALMOST n -R = ALMOST-R.
Proof From Corollary 3.3, taking D = K (n?1) , we know that for each B 2 n-RAND, ALMOST-R = R(B) \ 0 n :
(2) and that ALMOST-R = R(n-RAND) \ 0 n : Since equation 2 holds for every B 2 n-RAND, we have that for each A 2 ALMOST-R, n-RAND R ?1 (A), therefore A 2 ALMOST n -R, and ALMOST-R ALMOST n -R. It would be interesting to answer these last two questions in a more general form, that is, does R(n-RAND) \ 0 n+1 equal ALMOST-R?
In the current paper we have not considered any variation in R. Rather,
we have considered subclasses of RAND having the form n-RAND and superclasses of REC having the form 0 n . In this case we showed that R(n-RAND) \ 0 n = ALMOST-R. Thus, as n varies, the subclass of RAND becomes smaller and the superclass of REC becomes larger, but still the bounded reducibility R forces R(n-RAND) \ 0 n to be just ALMOST-R.
These results show that classes of the form n-RAND (and p-RAND)
yield the same complexity classes as RAND when studying classes characterized as ALMOST-R. Hence, these classes may be useful in studying the idea of \complexity-theoretic pseudo-randomness" just as RAND is useful in studying \intrinsic randomness." This paper represents only a rst step in this investigation.
